
KATHMANDU: Motorists line up outside a gas station as fuel rations are implemented, in Kathmandu yesterday. Nepal
issued a notice calling for suppliers to fly in fuel and ease a nationwide shortage due to a border blockade by protesters,
angry over a new constitution. — AFP

Equity rally stalls as 
German data casts 

cloud over growth
LONDON: Global stocks held just off three-week highs yesterday
after unexpectedly weak trade and machinery orders data from
Germany and Japan hinted that recovery momentum is stalling in
more of the world’s biggest economies.

An oil price bounce, a weaker dollar and Chinese equity gains
provided some support, but with the US Federal Reserve due to
release minutes of its last meeting and worries over Germany,
investors were wary of extending world shares’ six-day rally.

Stock futures indicated a weaker opening on Wall Street, falling
around 0.4 percent. “Risk-on week continues, but it’s not a one-way
street,” Societe Generale analysts told clients. While some beaten-
down assets in emerging markets and commodities could keep ral-
lying, “the weakness in the global economy and deleveraging
process in emerging markets will continue to weigh on risky mar-
kets,” they added.

MSCI’s all-country equity index was flat after rebounding 7 per-
cent since last Friday when weak US jobs data pushed back expec-
tations for the first Fed rate rise in almost a decade into next year.

Doubts about developed world growth reared their head again
after Japan’s machinery orders fell in August by 5.7 percent, buck-
ing expectations of a rise and undermining hopes of an inflation
pick-up.

The data took Japanese stocks  around 1 percent lower while
the yen was dampened by expectations the Bank of Japan might
have to print yet more money. In Europe’s growth engine,
Germany, exports plunged 5.2 percent in August for their biggest
monthly decline since the height of the global financial crisis.

A warning by Deutsche Bank of a record pre-tax profit in the
third quarter pushed its shares 2.5 percent lower at one point and
the German share index, already battered by the Volkswagen emis-
sions scandal, opened half a percent lower before recovering.

The pan-European FTSEEurofirst 300 index also wobbled then
clawed back from initial 0.4 percent falls. John Plassard, senior equi-
ty sales trader at Mirabaud Securities, said of Deutsche Bank’s warn-
ing: “We could see more and more big writedowns hit a sector
which thought it was starting to come to terms with the big
restructurings in the wake of the 2008 crisis.”

Emerging assets retreated, with MSCI’s equity index down 0.6
percent and most currencies easing against the dollar. Chinese
shares, reopening after a week’s holiday, were the exception with 3
percent gains, playing catch-up with the recent global rally .

On Wall Street too, futures for the S&P 500, Nasdaq and Dow
indexespointed to losses.

WEAKNESS
All the data chimes with warnings from international organiza-

tions such as the IMF that have pointed to stalling recovery
momentum in Germany, Britain and United States along with
recession in big emerging markets Russia and Brazil.

Investors will have an opportunity to gauge the thinking of the
US central bank when the minutes of the Fed’s September meet-
ing, at which it opted not to hike rates, are released later in the day.

Fading chances of a near-term lift-off by the Fed and expecta-
tions of a rate hike only in 2016 have taken a toll on the dollar,
which fell against the euro and a broad basket of currencies.

The greenback dipped 0.2 percent against the yen, while the
euro rose 0.5 percent and the Australian and Canadian dollars
firmed with the turn in Fed expectations supporting commodity
prices. — Reuters
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KUALA LUMPUR: The Malaysian attorney
general’s office said yesterday it had
reviewed the report of a central bank investi-
gation into troubled state fund 1MDB and
decided that fund officials had not commit-
ted any offence. The statement comes in
response to rare intervention in public affairs
by Malaysia’s royal rulers who called for a
quick and transparent investigation into
1Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB),
adding pressure on the scandal-hit govern-
ment of Prime Minister Najib Razak.

1MDB, whose advisory board is chaired
by Najib, has amassed debt of more than $11
billion and is at the centre of a political storm

after allegations of graft. In July, media
reported that investigators looking into
1MDB had identified a payment of nearly
$700 million into a bank account under
Najib’s name. Reuters has not independently
verified the report.

Najib has denied taking any money for
personal gain and the government has said
the deposit was a private donation. The state
prosecutor, in a statement responding to this
week’s royal call for a quick and clear inquiry,
said investigations into 1MDB “were never at
any time halted or hindered”.

A central bank investigation into the fund
was completed and a report on it was hand-

ed to the attorney general, the Attorney
General’s Chambers said in the statement.
After a review, it was decided that no offence
had been committed by the 1MDB officials, it
said. “No further action would be taken in the
matter,” it said. The decision had been com-
municated to the central bank in September
and a central bank request for a further
review of the decision had been rejected as
no new evidence was provided.

In the weeks that followed the July media
report on the payment, the government
replaced the attorney general, who had led
the investigation into the fund, and a parlia-
mentary committee inquiry stalled.

Investigations into the fund by various
organizations have dragged on with no con-
clusion in sight. The sultans of nine states
said on Tuesday the government’s failure to
provide convincing answers on 1MDB may
have resulted in a “crisis of confidence”.

In a separate statement yesterday,
Deputy Prime Minister Ahmad Zahid Hamidi
said the government had taken proactive
steps to resolve the issues the rulers brought
up. “The legal system in the constitution is
clear and if any party is found responsible,
legal action will be taken,” he said, adding
that the probe into 1MDB would be done in a
fair and open manner.  — Reuters

Malaysia prosecutor clears 1MDB officials in bank scam

KATHMANDU, Nepal: Struggling with a fuel
shortage after Indian shipments stopped,
Nepal is asking suppliers to bring gasoline
and kerosene by airplane before the
Himalayan country begins celebrating its
biggest festival of the year. And for the first
time, it is looking to import fuel from China.

The state-run Nepal Oil Corp said yester-
day it also needs aviation fuel and diesel, after
supplies were cut off two weeks ago. Since
then, the country has had to halt all fuel sales
for private vehicles, and was rationing what
was left among hospitals, government offices
and police.

India, which supplies all of Nepal’s fuel,
has said there is no official blockade, but that
its truck drivers are simply reluctant to cross
the border to make deliveries because of
ongoing protests by an ethnic group against
the country’s newly adopted constitution.

Some schools have closed because there
is no gasoline for the school buses.
Meanwhile, the halt in truck shipments has
hurt Nepal’s stocks of medicine and food.

Amid the chaos, Nepal is now looking at
the possibility of Chinese fuel imports for the

first time, according to Nepal Oil Corp
spokesman Deepak Baral, though for now it
would need shipments by air after roads link-
ing the two countries across the Himalayas
were badly damaged in April by a set of dev-
astating earthquakes. Nepal, nestled
between India and China, has long been a
focus for competition between the two Asian
giants vying for influence in the tiny nation
that shares cultural and religious ties with
mostly Hindu India but has become annoyed
with what it sees as New Delhi meddling in its
domestic affairs.  Both India and China sent
their largest-ever foreign aid missions to
Nepal after the earthquakes.

With Nepal poised to celebrate the Hindu
festival of Dasain next week, Nepal Oil Corp
decided to ask suppliers to submit proposals
by Sunday for flying in shipments through
the international airport in the capital,
Kathmandu, said.

The request was open to all international
suppliers, indicating Nepal’s readiness to
move away from its exclusive agreement
with the Indian Oil Corp.

During the two-week Dasain festival, cele-

brating the Hindu goddess Durga’s defeat of
an evil demon, Nepal’s Hindus and Buddhists
alike typically travel to their home villages
and visit relatives while businesses and
schools closed. They also sacrifice buffalos,
chickens and goats, but the fuel shortage has
prevented trucks from bringing sacrificial ani-
mals to temples from the countryside.

State carrier Nepal Airlines said yester-
day it would send two jets to the east Indian
city of Kolkata to fill up on fuel before
returning to Nepal, according to airline offi-
cial Ram Hari.

Only a few tankers carrying gasoline and
diesel have crossed into Nepal over the past
two weeks, as the ethnic Madhesi group has
staged almost daily protests near the main
border points between the countries. The
Madhesis, who have close relations with
India, are demanding that Nepal’s new con-
stitution be amended and its newly formed
state borders be redrawn. They want their
state to be larger and to be given more
autonomy. Ongoing talks between the group
and the government have made little
progress so far. — AP

Oil-starved Nepal looks for 
suppliers to bring fuel by air
Indian truckers refuse to cross border fearing backlash


